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Thanks and farewell to three highly-
regarded and long-serving staff 
members who have collectively 
clocked up more than 130 years’ 
experience with Canterbury DHB

This week we farewell three staff members who have each made significant contributions, over 
many years, to the health and well-being of Cantabrians.

On Wednesday we said goodbye to Elsie Roder, who has clocked up an impressive 61 years working in health in Canterbury. Dr 
George Downward finished up on Thursday and Dr Lance Jennings leaves us this coming Friday – both have given Canterbury 
people the benefit of their care and research expertise for more than 35 years each.  All three have had impressive careers, and 
each of them has been a leader and trail-blazer in their areas of clinical expertise. 

Thank-you George, Elsie and Lance for everything you’ve done to improve the health and wellbeing of our community. A massive 
thanks from your colleagues too for passing on your knowledge and expertise over the years.

I wish you all long and happy retirements. For inspiration to start your week, read about their careers below.

Farewell to Elsie Roder

Toni Gutschlag, Elizabeth Cunningham and Elsie Roder

Staff and whanau gathered to farewell Taua Elsie Roder on Wednesday 12th April at Te Korowai Atawhai. Elsie retired from the 
Specialist Mental Health Service (SMHS) last week after spending the past five years based at Te Korowai Atawhai, supporting 
the cultural service provided across SMHS. Elsie began her career with Canterbury DHB an impressive 61 years ago as an 
Enrolled Nurse, working in several wards including Geriatrics and Orthopaedics and the Burns Unit at Burwood Hospital. 
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Intensive care medicine “remarkably rewarding”
George Downward is “wondering where all the time has gone” 
since he first qualified as a doctor from Otago University in 
December 1971. 

Following a year in Napier as a house surgeon and four years 
in South Africa, he began employment with the then North 
Canterbury Hospital Board as a registrar in the Department of 
Anaesthesia on 28 February 1977.

When the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) opened for the first time 
on 7 February 1978, George found himself rostered as the first 
registrar on call for the unit. His experience working in ICU led 
him to commit to the specialty.

Although he completed his training as an anaesthetist and was 
appointed as a Specialist Anaesthetist in 1979, he split his time 
between anaesthesia and intensive care, finally moving from 
anaesthesia to be full time in intensive care (IC) in 1982. 

Since that first rostered shift in the ICU there has been 
dramatic change in intensive care within Christchurch Hospital, 
George says. 

“The Intensive Care Unit used to be five cramped beds stuck 
in a pokey little environment adjacent to the old Emergency 
Department. Compare that with our current environment. The 
growth has been phenomenal.”

In 1990 there were nine IC beds, compared with 23 now. There 
were three and a half specialists, and now there are nine. The 
once 30 nurses have grown to a workforce of over 120, he said. 

Treatments had also become more complex and there were 
better outcomes for patients.

“We can be very proud of our ICU, of what it can achieve and 
what it does, not just for patients but for their families too, 
supporting them in times of extreme grief.”

The ICU itself is like a little “colony” of its own in the hospital 
system.

“We have a highly skilled and dedicated workforce across a 
range of professions including nursing, medicine (specialists 
and registrars), physiotherapy, pharmacy, occupational therapy 
and social work, all ably supported by our technologists, 
hospital aids, ward clerks, office staff and cleaners. Apologies 
to anyone I have left out,” he says.

“But at the heart of it are our nurses.”

South African born George says IC medicine is “remarkably 
rewarding in terms of what you can achieve for people who 
might otherwise die.”

“To use the words ‘love it’ would be wrong, but to say that I 
feel privileged to have been part of the Intensive Care team 
for so long and that I have thoroughly enjoyed my time as an 
intensive care specialist would be an understatement”. 

In his time with the Canterbury DHB, George has had many 
additional roles, including ICU Clinical Director, one of the 
Medical Advisors and latterly Medical Director, Patient Safety. 
He has also been on and chaired numerous committees. 

In addition to his Canterbury DHB responsibilities George has 
in the past been actively involved at the national level with the 
New Zealand Medical Association (NZMA), the Association 
of Salaried Medical Specialists (ASMS) and the Australian 
and New Zealand Intensive Care Society (ANZICS). He has 
been president of both the ASMS and the NZMA and Chair 
of the New Zealand branch of ANZICS and recognised by 
these organisations by being made a Fellow of the NZMA, a 
life member of the ASMS and elected to the Honour Roll of 
ANZICS.

Consultant Haematologist and Chair of Canterbury Hospitals 
Medical Staff Association, Ruth Spearing, says the CDHB has 
been very lucky to have someone as totally committed and 
wise as George over so many years. 

Elsie joined the staff at Sunnyside Hospital in 1967, also 
working in Hornby Lodge. After time off to raise her family, 
she returned to work in community agencies, eventually 
moving to the Kaupapa Tukino Tamariki Team, (Child Abuse 
Programme), Christchurch Hospital, during its initial stages of 
policy development. Elsie then ran the Te Whare Mahana, a 
joint Canterbury DHB/Maori community accommodation unit, 
housing people visiting from outside Christchurch whose family 
members had an accident and/or were undergoing treatment in 
Christchurch.

As she departs from her role as Taua (kuia) of Te Korowai 
Atawhai SMHS, Elsie said:

“It is with great pride that I pay tribute to each and every one 
of you who I have worked alongside of for the past many 
years. You have all been an inspiration to me. I marvel at the 
professional and skilled and committed teams who I have had 
the pleasure to meet”.

Thank you Elsie, for the huge commitment you have shown 
in support of our teams across our Specialsit Mental Health 
Service and for your generosity, enthusiasm and bright 
personality which will be missed. I wish you all the best for a 
long and happy retirement.
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“George has been part of many changes around Canterbury 
hospitals over decades and his cheerful but common sense 
approach has been obvious.” 

As a clinician he has always been respected as a very caring 
doctor in the widest sense, she says.

George has been semi-retired for the past three and a half 
years. 

“This has enabled me to do what I set out to be all those 
many years ago and what I thoroughly have enjoyed being - a 
doctor.”

After working 60-hour weeks he is looking forward to spending 
more time with his family and “precious” new grandson. What 
he won’t miss is being woken by an alarm clock or contacted in 
the night by the hospital. 

“It will be quite nice to not know if it’s a Tuesday or a Thursday.”

George plans to do some travel to see sons overseas and 
enjoy his hobbies of metalwork and woodwork.

Lance Jennings, Virologist, retiring from Canterbury 

World-renowned clinical virologist Lance Jennings is leaving 
Canterbury DHB this week after a long and distinguished 
career, most recently as Clinical Virologist, Canterbury 
Health Laboratories (CHL) and Clinical Associate Professor, 
Pathology Department, University of Otago. He retires on 
Friday 21 April, but will remain working in health.

Lance, who is also a spokesman for the National Influenza 
Specialist Group (NISG), gained his PhD at Otago University, 
then carried out postgraduate work in the Public Health 
Laboratory Network at Withington Hospital in the UK and 
the State Hygiene Laboratory, University of Wisconsin, USA, 
before returning to New Zealand in 1979. He established 
Christchurch’s virology service in 1980.

He has made many contributions throughout his decades of 
service, both to CDHB and to the wider health and scientific 
communities in New Zealand and overseas. In 2006 Lance 
was appointed as a Companion of the Queen’s Service Order 
(QSO) in recognition of his service to virology in New Zealand 
and internationally.

Lance is Director of New Zealand’s World Health Organization 
(WHO) National Measles Laboratory, Fellow of the Royal 
College of Pathologists, London, and a Founding Fellow of the 
Science Faculty, Royal Australasian College of Pathologists.

He has been instrumental in the development of influenza 
control strategies for New Zealand, including the introduction 
of free influenza vaccine for the elderly in 1997, establishment 
of influenza awareness education (NISG), and pandemic 
planning. 
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Lance says it has been an amazing period to be a clinical 
virologist with the emergence of a number of novel infectious 
diseases including an influenza pandemic. 

The introduction of molecular diagnostics in the late 1980s 
has allowed the rapid detection of other common viruses, and 
with the development of antivirals, the monitoring of patient 
treatment. 

“Keeping the service at the cutting edge of clinical virology has 
been challenging but extremely rewarding. But above all, it has 
been the interaction with a number of very talented scientists 
who have contributed to the service of the years, and other 
Canterbury DHB staff at various professional levels that I have 
really enjoyed.”

In 2002 Lance co-founded the Asia Pacific Alliance for the 
Control of Influenza (APACI), a Charitable Trust focused on 
influenza awareness education throughout the region. He is a 
Director and the immediate past-Chair. 

He is also the current chairperson of the International Society 
for Influenza and Other Respiratory Virus Diseases (ISIRV) 
- an independent and international scientific professional 
society founded in 2005, promoting the prevention, detection, 
treatment, and control of influenza and other respiratory virus 
diseases.

Lance’s involvement in respiratory virus transmission studies 
in Antarctica led to the establishment of a student rhinovirus 
challenge model defining aerosol transmission as the primary 
mechanism of person-to-person transmission of the common 
cold.

Lance has continued his research interests in Canterbury, 
focusing on respiratory disease including the epidemiology, 
diagnosis, prevention and treatment of influenza and other 
respiratory viral infections. 

This work has involved collaboration with a wide number 
of Canterbury clinicians. He plans to continue this with a 
collaboration with the Medical Research Institute of New 
Zealand, the global INSPIRE respiratory virus project and the 
SneezeSafe program. 

“I will maintain a casual advisory role with the lab and 
Otago University until a respiratory virus project with the 
Medical Research Institute and the INSPIRE consortium are 
completed”. 

“Hopefully there will be plenty of time for mountain biking and 
skiing with the family.”

Medical Director, Microbiology, Anja Werno says Lance has 
been and remains one of very few exemplary virologists in New 
Zealand. 

“He has been instrumental in Influenza research, in 
establishing a rewarding relationship with clinicians well 
beyond Canterbury and in putting New Zealand on the map 
through his strong relationships with the WHO over many 
years.”

Canterbury Health Laboratories Microbiology department has 
been very lucky to have had such a wonderful person working 
there. 

“Personally, Lance has been a mentor and an inspiration for 
me for nearly two decades,” she says.

Consultant Haematologist and Chair of Christchurch Hospitals 
Medical Staff Association, Ruth Spearing says to have 
someone as skilled and knowledgeable as Lance working 
in our hospitals has been amazing, with his affable nature, 
amiable personality and availability at any time to give the best 
advice on this important area of clinical medicine.

 “His contribution to patient care has been enormous.”

A reminder to check The Parking Spot on page 5 for updates on 
what’s happening in the parking space

David Meates   
CEO Canterbury  District Health Board

If you worked through the Easter break, I hope you enjoy some downtime this week. For those of us who don’t work shifts, make 
the most of the two short weeks coming up. Despite a rough start to Easter weather-wise those who stayed put in Canterbury 
were rewarded with a wonderful weekend. When the rain stopped and the sun shone it was fantastic to get out and enjoy the 
great outdoors and not have to be woken by an alarm clock.

Have a great week.

David.
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P&
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P
The Parking 

Spot

Last week David Meates was 
interviewed by Chris Lynch  
about parking

You can view the footage here.

When will the new leased car parks be available?
This week we have confirmed the first extra car park with 
spaces immediately available, located at King Edward 
Barracks on the corner of Montreal and Cashel Streets. Over 
the coming fortnight, 98 people from the top of the waiting 
list will receive an offer of a car parking space, with more 
spaces to come in an additional two more car parks in July and 
August. If you have changed departments since applying for 
the staff car park, please check your contact details are up to 
date at carparking@cdhb.health.nz.

Why do we have some free parking for staff and some 
paid?
Some staff, primarily those who work night-shift and those 
clinicians who work between Christchurch and Burwood 
Hospitals, have free parking as part of their employment 
contract. 

Those staff at Hillmorton, TPMH and Burwood Hospitals, our 
rurals and various other facilities also enjoy free parking – 
mainly due to the fact there is more land and parking available 
at these other sites.

What’s happening with the planned Park & Ride for staff?
We are in discussions with a couple of land owners and bus 
companies who might provide the shuttle part of the service.

We’re looking at a similar structure to the current Park & Ride 
for patients and visitors where you would pay for parking and 
the DHB would pay for a free shuttle to and from work. 

I can assure you that a small team is working hard to make 
this happen as soon as possible, but as it involves financial 
negotiations with a number of parties, legal contracts and 
construction quotes, it’s likely to be a few weeks before we will 
be in a position to announce anything.  

Are the 70 two-hour car parks on Oxford Terrace really 
going to make way for a pedestrian boulevard?
That was the plan – but at a recent meeting between David 
Meates, Karleen Edwards (CEO of the Christchurch City 
Council) and Albert Brantley (CEO of Otakaro Limited) this 
planned work was discussed, as was the possibility of putting 
it on ‘hold’ for a couple of years until more parking becomes 
available in the vicinity of the hospital.  We are awaiting a 
decision on this and will let you know as soon as we do.

How many people are using the night shift staff carpark 
shuttle?
On the first night of the service, last Wednesday, 40 staff 
used the staff shuttle service. It was mainly one way out to 
the afternoon car park, with one staff member getting on or 
off at the multi-storey car park. The peak time for usage was 
between 22:30 and 23:30 with 33 of the 40 getting on. At one 
point the bus was full with 12 leaving and unfortunately two 
staff had to wait behind, but the driver did a quick 5 minute trip 
to drop off and come back to collect them, so thanks for your 
patience.  

Since that first night we have had between 20 and 50 staff 
using the staff shuttle each night. Saturday and Sunday 
were the lightest days. Because of the bad weather over the 
weekend, the staff shuttle also dropped off a few people at 
street parking on Riccarton Ave and Hagley Ave. These drop-
offs have not been scheduled, but were at times when there 
weren’t any other staff car park passengers on the shuttle or 
for a particular circumstance (weather) affecting an individual. 
We hope that we can continue to be flexible in this regard, 
but please understand that this may not be always achievable 
during peak times.

Staff on the night shift shuttle
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Meet a commuter – how do other staff get to work?

This week we hear from Mick O’Donnell, 
Communications Team Leader who’s 
come up with his own hybrid Park & Ride

I work in the corporate office, so I am relatively new to town 
and have never before had to compete for a parking space – 
we had it easy at The Princess Margaret Hospital. 

I understand that parking around the Christchurch Campus has 
become significantly harder and for staff that work shifts that 
begin or end in darkness, I fully appreciate why that’s an issue. 
As someone who works days and has no regular emergency 
duties, I have never assumed a parking space was a given, 
and I personally don’t think it’s my employer’s responsibility.

Parking in town is hard and expensive, so I do something else.

I drive from Little River and I still park at TPMH, where there 
is plenty of space. I get the bike out of the car and I cycle from 
there and on most days I’m glad I do. The fresh air and the little 
bit of exercise does me good. It could just be coincidence, but 
I have lost more than 3kgs since coming back after Christmas 
and because I don’t pay for parking, my wallet has lost almost 
no weight at all. 

Even on those wet days when cycling would mean I’d arrive 
at work feeling like a wet sock, I walk from a roadside park 15 
minutes away. With a comedy podcast or some music on the 
headphones as I walk, that can be a fresh and invigorating 
start to the day too. Wet shoes is as bad as it gets.

Parking near the hospital will always be a challenge and if you 
have your heart set on competing with the masses, it is only 
ever going to be frustrating and expensive. As a health system 
we are versatile and adaptable, so adapt - maybe try biking, 
walking or public transport and it could work for you too. 

While I acknowledge there are additional security services and 
more parking is being leased and we’re looking at extending 
the Park & Ride to include staff, however, I’m not waiting for 
someone to find a solution for me. 

The long-term fix isn’t coming any time soon, so my advice is, 
find your own fix.

Mick and his trusty bike

Each week we’re keen to feature staff who have come up with solutions to the 
challenge of getting to and from work in the vicinity of Christchurch Hospital.

If you’d like to be featured drop us a line communications@cdhb.health.nz
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Facilities Fast Facts
Christchurch

Work is continuing on the internal fit-out of the Acute Services 
building. 

Externally, the steel framing for the stairwell for the main 
emergency stairs – on the Riccarton Ave side of the building 
– will be delivered to site over the next weeks and craned into 
position in 3-storey pieces. This photo shows the stairwell 
underway, as viewed from Christchurch Women’s Hospital.

Staff in the Riverside building please note that after Easter 
some large concrete panels will begin to be lifted down into 
place on the Riverside end of the Acute Services building. 
These lifts will be quite close to Riverside – but will be carefully 
guided and monitored. Once installed the panels will cut down 
the construction noise from the site. 

Outpatients

The steel framing is continuing to arrive on site. It takes around 
1 week to assemble two bays of the framing. Precast concrete 
stairs are currently being cast. 

Noise tests show that current works are at or below acceptable 
ambient noise levels. Some new, quieter bolting equipment 
has now arrived, which will help keep site noise down.

Other sites

On 18-19 April a crane is being assembled for the HREF 
(Health Research and Education Facility) on Oxford Terrace. 
This may create additional congestion on that road and restrict 
parking.

Please take care when crossing roads near the Christchurch 
Hospital campus, especially when walking to and from the staff 
car parking building on Antigua Street.

Steel framing is going up fast on the Outpatients site
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Emergency Department (ED) and 
Emergency Department Observation 
Unit (ED Obs), Christchurch Hospital

I was admitted via ambulance to ED/
ED Obs... I was in extreme pain and 
was vomiting from the pain, thanks to 
a large kidney stone I have now been 
diagnosed with. The staff in ED took 
care of me so well. I was given pain 
medication within 30 minutes of arrival. 
I felt listened to and respected. I was 
assessed quickly and all considerations 
were made for the fact that I had babies 
at home who needed me. Martin Than 
was the doctor who oversaw my care 
in ED Obs. He explained everything to 
me thoroughly and gave me options so 
I felt like I had a say in the best course 
of action. All the nurses on shift were 
attentive and compassionate. I was 
discharged with a plan and adequate 
medication to treat my acute pain while 
I wait for ongoing care. This was my 
best hospital experience to date. Please 
pass on my gratitude to the staff who 
tended to me over my stay. Martin and 
his hardworking junior, along with the 
nurses, orderlies and CT technicians 
made me feel very safe, understood and 
respected. I felt like I was in the best 
of care during one of the most painful 
experiences of my life. Thank you so 
much.

Leeann, Orderly, Christchurch 
Hospital

Leeann, an orderly, was absolutely 
lovely, great treatment overall and made 
me feel welcome.

Emergency Department and St John 
Ambulance, Christchurch Hospital

Very efficient, friendly staff and proper 
service.

Ward 25, Christchurch Hospital

Thank you! To you all. Everybody has 
been very kind and caring. It takes 
special people. May you all stay happy 
and well.

Joe Bebbington, South Crisis 
Resolution, Adult Community Mental 
Health Service

The Adult Community Mental Health 
Service has received a heartfelt letter of 
appreciation from a family in relation to 
the crisis support and care their family 
member recently received from South 
Crisis Resolution. Their appreciation 
was particularly directed to RN Joe 
Bebbington. The family describe the 
support provided by Joe as “the best” 
and ‘exactly what was needed’ by their 
family member during what was a 
“bewildering and frightening” time for 
them. The family valued having a case 
manager whom their family member felt 
comfortable with and the family really 
appreciated having someone they could 
call if they were concerned. Great work 
Joe!

Surgical Assessment and Review 
Area

The two female doctors, Tina, an 
RN, and Jeannette of this ward were 
excellent to my client…who is autistic. 
They talked to …, told him what was 

going on, gave him time to take it in and 
praised him. Thank you so much.

Ward 15, Christchurch Hospital

Thank you everybody for the wonderful 
way I have been treated. It is very much 
appreciated. Thank you again.

Christchurch Hospital and 
Christchurch Women’s Hospital

I was in Acute Admissions for the night 
on Wednesday after feeling very unwell 
at work. The care and attention I had 
there was what I have come to expect at 
the hospital. Caring, professional staff, 
lots of humour, exhaustive tests, nice 
meals, and always made to feel that 
I was special. The staff were superb. 
A year ago my grandson was in the 
Children’s Ward with my daughter. He 
had a broken leg...he was four. The 
staff were wonderful from the time he 
came in to the time he left, always going 
the extra distance. Earlier my elderly 
mother made a number of visits to the 
Emergency Department (ED) after falls. 
She was always treated with respect, 
with, yet again, superb staff, caring, 
cheerful, and professional, even when 
my mother, aged 95 or so, told the staff 
she was having a baby. They joined 
in the charade with great amusement, 
yet respect. A few years ago my aunt 
arrived in ED with a burst vessel in 
her head, and died there. The staff 
embraced our family, taking us through 
the process of turning off life support 
so beautifully it still touches me. You 
have a nursing and medical staff, along 

Bouquets
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with cleaners and others, who are truly 
superb. I almost forgot the wonderful 
care in Christchurch Women’s Hospital 
when my grandson was born. Again, 
care, love, professionalism, nothing a 
problem. Please be proud of what you 
do, and be proud of the brilliant health 
system we have. We are very fortunate. 

Canterbury Health Laboratories 
blood test centre phlebotomists

My 18 month old didn’t shed a tear. 
Finger prick was a great way to go for a 
baby blood test. Highly recommend this 
place for babies. Staff were wonderful.

Ward 15, Christchurch Hospital
I cannot fault the service I have had with 
all of the people who have worked with 
me for six days. Every call on the bell 
was answered in a minute. The staff 
were kind and thoughtful. Many had 
a smile within them showing how well 
they liked working with people who are 
unwell. A very clean, well run hospital. 
It was a surprise to see so much of the 
work, e.g. scans, surgery, continue well 
into the night, even at 2 am when I had a 
scan. Thank you.

Emergency Department, 
Christchurch Hospital
Thank you. The doctor was Simon, one 
nurse, student nurse, Jess and the RN, 
Jane.

Christchurch Hospital

I think you are all very, very special 
people. Love you for ever.

Workshop to improve Falls and 
Fracture Prevention in Canterbury

#AprilFalls is the perfect time to 
consider opportunities for improving our 
internationally recognised strategy for 
preventing falls in Canterbury. 

Injuries from falling over can lead to 
serious consequences such as hip 
fractures and loss of independence, and 
puts pressure on our health and social 
services. 

Canterbury’s Falls and Fragility Fracture 
Prevention Strategy has already been 
very successful, helping hundreds of 
older people every year to avoid falling 
over in their home or when they go into 
hospital. 

Yet in Canterbury we are always looking 
for ways to transform services so that 
they are best meeting the needs of 
people. 

The Canterbury Health System has been 
looking into opportunities to improve falls 
and fragility fracture prevention services 
and achieve even greater outcomes for 
our older people.

More than 60 people attended a Falls 
and Fragility Fracture Prevention Re-
Design Workshop at the Design Lab 

recently to explore opportunities to 
enhance and better align our strategy 
to achieve greater outcomes for older 
people. 

Workshop attendees included 
consumers, primary care, secondary 
care, St John, aged residential care, 
Canterbury Falls Champions, West 
Coast Falls Champions and senior 
staff from the Accident Compensation 
Corporation.

At the workshop a consumer husband 
and wife shared their experience of the 
Canterbury Falls Prevention Programme, 
along with two health professionals that 
have referred to the service. 

Falls Champions Heather Bushaway 
and Ietje van Stolk also presented case 
studies from a provider perspective 
before attendees heard from ACC 
National Manager Rehabilitation, Gill 
Hall, on the opportunities for partnership 
and collective impact. 

The workshop aimed to engage system 
partners in the re-design of our ‘whole 
of system’ falls and fracture prevention 
strategy, and to celebrate success and 
collectively identify opportunities to 
enhance and better align our falls and 
fragility fracture prevention strategy 
to achieve greater outcomes for older 
people.

Click here to view a summary of the 
key themes captured on the day. 
These will inform the next steps for 
redesigning Canterbury’s Falls and 
Fragility Fracture Prevention Strategy 
to continue keeping older people well 
and mobile in their own homes. 
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Flu vaccination clinics

Details of all vaccination clinics can be found on the CDHB intranet. 

There is one clinic at the Burwood Campus this week:     

Thurs 20th April BWD 1:4a Outpatients 14:00 – 15:30

Paula Burgess AAU Donna Muir AAU

Deborah Hanrahan AAU Glenis Lucas AAU

Fay Jones Ward 6 Amanda Van Asperen Nurse Educator

Jason Thompson Ward 6 Heather Cullimore Duty Manager/AAU

Sheila Lyons Community 
Services

Sharon Greenslade Ward 1

Jill Gerken CNS – Infection 
Prevention & Control

BWD 1:4a Outpatients

19 April 6.30am – 7.45am Clinical Services Unit  

19 April 2.30pm – 3.30pm Clinical Services Unit  

20 April 2.30pm – 3.30pm Clinical Services Unit  

20 April 2.30pm – 3.30pm Ground floor treatment rooms at 
Fergusson

20 April 10.00am – 12.00pm

Wed 19th April Endo room (outside ward 26, L2 13:30 – 15.00

Thurs 20th April Great Escape Café 13:00 – 15:00

There are two clinics at the Christchurch Campus this week:

There is one clinic at TPMH this week (moving around the site):

Several Ashburton and rural clinics were held last week - if you missed 
out, please contact one of Ashburton’s authorised vaccinators:

There are four clinics at Hillmorton this week:

Wellbeing Health and Safety Manager Mark Lewis 
celebrates hitting the 30 percent mark for staff flu 
vaccinations

A huge thank you to all of you who have already had their flu 
vaccine. Clinics have been going for two weeks and already 
30 percent of our people have been vaccinated. For those who 
haven’t had theirs yet, please get your flu shot and help us achieve 
our 80 percent goal. 

Those at rural hospitals should contact their Nurse Manager for instructions.   
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Canterbury Grand Round
Friday, 21 April 2017 – 12.15pm to 1.15pm
with lunch from 11.45am 
Venue: Rolleston Lecture Theatre

Speaker 1:  Dr Sarah Metcalf, Infectious Diseases

“The Changing Faces of Home IV Antibiotic Therapy”
Sarah will present work started by a summer student over 
the past summer holidays who undertook an audit of patients 
undergoing Home IV therapy and comparing this to when the 
service began in 1999.  

Speaker 2:  Ian McCrae, CEO, Orion Health

“Precision Driven Health – 
an opportunity for data driven research”
The Precision Driven Health Research Partnership is creating 
the capability to optimise the health of each individual and their 
whanau by combining and learning from all available data. 
Canterbury DHB has joined the partnership and this presents 
an opportunity to engage in research projects together that 
deliver health, commercial and research benefits.

Chair:  Anthony Butler 

Video Conference set up in

Burwood Meeting Rooms 2.6

Wakanui Room, Ashburton

Administration Building, Hillmorton

The Princess Margaret Hospital, Riley Lounge

Pegasus, 401 Madras Street, Christchurch 8013, Room 1.02

All staff and students welcome

This talk will be uploaded to the staff intranet within 
approximately two weeks

Next is – Friday, 28 April 2017 

(Rolleston Lecture Theatre)
Convener: Dr R L Spearing
Email: ruth.spearing@cdhb.health.nz

Top marks in medical terminology 
course
Medical terminology can be like a foreign 
language to most people, but in health 
you can’t afford to get lost in translation. 

For three Canterbury DHB Referral 
Centre administrators whose job 
depends on it, they’ve proven they 
have what it takes to decipher even the 
trickiest doctors’ handwriting. 

Janette Benn, Lesley Flowers and Binita 
Bhatta all recently received top marks 
in Medical Terminology through AUT 
(Auckland University of Technology). 

Karen Hawke says she is hugely proud 
of her staff who together each passed 
with A+ marks. 

“The course has given them all a better 
understanding of the terminology used 
across the health system, which has 
made a huge difference to their work,” 
Karen says.

From left, Janette Benn, Lesley Flowers and Binita Bhatta, who all recently received top marks in Medical 
Terminology through AUT. 

“Because the three women work across the DHB, they are dealing with all sorts 
of medical terms daily. It’s essential they can understand information quickly and 
accurately.” 

CEO Update
Tuesday 18 April 2017
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People Lifecycle Review

Questions can be directed to: 
people@cdhb.health.nz  

Talent Management 

People Lifecycle Review 
Transforming HR

We’re getting closer to our co-design workshops designed to discuss our people [HR] processes. 
Below is an outline of our workshop streams. If you have something to say, then connect with the 
nominated rep in your area. You can find out who they are HERE.  

CEO Update
Tuesday 18 April 2017
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Multiple Sclerosis – new directions and 
treatments 

Staff Wellbeing Programme: Workplace 
Support – Independent Staff Support 
Service

Around 160 people were in the Rolleston 
Lecture theatre last week to hear 
Consultant Neurologist Debbie Mason 
talk about new treatments and advances 
in knowledge of Multiple Sclerosis (MS).

The turnout was one of the biggest 
Grand Round audiences so far this year.

MS is an inflammatory disease affecting 
the brain, spinal cord and optic nerves.

Debbie said that in 2003 New Zealand 
only had two effective treatments for 
MS – the interferons and a drug called 
Glatiramer Acetate. These were only 
“modestly effective” in reducing MS 
attacks and disability. 

“And in those days the PHARMAC group 
deigned that to get them you had to 
have very active disease and significant 
disability.”

Up until November 2015 we were “pretty 
much a Third World country” in terms of 
how we treated MS, Debbie says.

In 2015 there was a radical shift.

“Not only did we catch up with rest of the 
world but we jumped ahead of the rest of 
the world.”

Most of the rest of the world start the 
older drugs first and then escalate 
treatment. 

“But Pharmac said no, if you are going 
to use the new drugs, use the most 
effective first.”

New Zealand is now the only country in 
the world where these treatments are 
now first line.

“That is quite a big shift and an exciting 
prospect for New Zealand. Watching 
what happens among our patients will 
be interesting and will inform practice 
globally,” she says.

Debbie’s talk also focused on pregnancy 
and childbearing in people with MS. 
She noted that pregnancy is safe and 
childbearing may reduce relapses and 
disability. 

“The new medications however do pose 
challenges for managing pregnancy and 
breastfeeding.” 

This will require greater preparation for 
parenthood and ongoing communication 
between neurologists, patients and their 
obstetric providers, she said.

Workplace Support provides an ‘On-site’ 
Staff Support Well-being service to all 
employees at Canterbury DHB.  

Our staff support team regularly visit 
the various hospitals and are available 
to meet with you on any matters, both 
work-related and personal, that are 
affecting you at work.

For example some work-related 
matters could include changes you are 
experiencing at work, communication 
difficulties, workplace pressure and 
stress, and managing organisational 
culture.   Personal matters could include 
family relationships, physical and 
emotional health, personal stress and 
recovering from grief and loss.  

These are just some topics that people 
discuss with our team.

The key point is that CDHB offers this 
independent and confidential service 

as part of their well-being options and 
it is available to all staff.  So before a 
situation turns into a crisis for you, take 
the opportunity to connect with one of 
the Workplace Support team.

The staff supporter who visits your 
workplace can be found on the CDHB 
Staff Wellbeing intranet.  

If you want to make contact with your 
staff supporter you can see them 
when they visit, or phone Workplace 
Support on 0800 443445. They will 
then make contact to arrange a time 
to meet up with you.

For more information on Staff 
Wellbeing please contact Lee Tuki, 
Staff Wellbeing Coordinator, lee.
tuki@cdhb.health.nz or 027-689-0285

CEO Update
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Medication Safety – ‘Hot Tips’
Nurse Educator Becky Conway has 
some useful advice on Medication Safety 
in this excerpt from the latest ‘Hot Tips’ 
newsletter from the Child Health Nurse 
Educator Team.

In March I was lucky enough to attend 
a medication safety intensive workshop 
with colleagues Tracey Bruce, Louise 
McDermott and Mary Young, Becky 
writes.

Institute for Medication Safety (ISMP) 
experts Michelle Mandrack and Matthew 
Grissinger (who have backgrounds in 
nursing and pharmacy respectively) 
led a packed two-day programme 
covering subjects including system 
design, risk identification, programmes 
for medication safety, and managing 
challenges with ENFit -which prevents 
misconnections between unrelated 
medical equipment items.

Human error and medication safety 

We sometimes make mistakes in 
healthcare, and we will continue to make 
them into the future. 

Yes, errors are often avoidable, but as 
humans we are fallible. Mistakes usually 
occur when processes are not followed 
or where perhaps a process is needed 
but not yet in place. The reasons that 
staff fail to follow processes that are 
designed to protect patients from harm 
are many and often complex. 

It is not uncommon for staff who have 
been involved in a drug error to say “I 
don’t know why” that the error happened. 
In the past managers and educators 
responded to these situations by sending 
nurses away to do more drug calculation 
tests or to read up on the five, or is it 
six, nine or twelve ‘rights’ of medication 
administration. 

The trouble with this solution is that 
errors don't usually happen just because 
the nurses couldn’t do the maths, or 
because they couldn’t recite the ‘rights’ 
by heart. Quite simply, we cannot 
educate error away. 

Most people are familiar with James 
Reason’s Swiss cheese model, which 
demonstrates the cascade of events 
that lead to an error. One event on its 
own may seem innocuous (like being 
late for work), but a combination of 
circumstances can literally be fatal.

Medication safety is everyone’s 
responsibility

While pharmacists, doctors and 
nurses are the obvious protagonists for 
medication safety, hospital aides, ward 
clerks and allied health staff also have 
important roles to play. For example, 
they can have a role in reducing 
interruptions and supporting the smooth 
running of services by making sure that 
equipment and supplies are in the right 
place at the right time.

In 2013 we ran a year-long programme 
called From the pharmacy to the 
child, medication safety is everyone’s 
responsibility. I believe this message 
more than ever. No one can work as an 
island in a big organisation and hope to 
do a good job. We have to work together 
to make healthcare as safe as it can 
possibly be.

Grow a reporting culture 

Make it normal practice to use Safety 
First to report errors, near misses and 
systems that don’t work. We can learn 
how to improve our processes from our 
mistakes. 

Be as descriptive as you can in your 
error reports – the qualitative data gives 
context to the error or near miss. It 
contains the mitigating circumstances 
that led to the error. 

Error reporting is not the only way of 
improving medication safety. Error 
reports are simply a measure of the 
errors that are reported. They don’t 
include all the unnoticed and unreported 
events.

Grow a safety culture 

Pro-actively look for potential medication 
mishaps. Audits can help identify 
risks even in the absence of actual 
error reports. For instance, we can 
target auditing at patients on high 
risk medications, such as children on 
aminoglycosides or children on opioids. 
Or identify an area where you think 
there might be a problem and measure 
it taking a numerator/denominator 
approach. For example, how many 
children are wearing allergy bands/
children with identified allergies?

Adult hospitals where children are cared 
for (like ours) are high-risk environments 
for paediatric medication errors. 
Medications are manufactured for adults. 
Many protocols are designed for adults. 
Most prescribers are more familiar with 
adult doses. We have to be incredibly 
vigilant: is this dose ok? Is that weight 
correct? Is this a high risk medication? 

Reduce interruptions, again & again 
& again 

Prescribing, medication preparation 
and administration are enormously 
complex and risky tasks that should 
not be interrupted unless there is a 
real emergency. Making a culture of 
no interruptions takes quite a bit of 
persistence. Sometimes you might have 
to hit the refresh button on your efforts to 
reduce interruptions. 

Speak up and listen up 

Make it possible for staff to speak up 
and listen up regardless of title and 
rank. We should work in wards where it 
is ok for anyone to pull us up when we 
have interrupted a prescriber, left the 
medication room door ajar or missed a 
step in the checking process.

CEO Update
Tuesday 18 April 2017
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Switchboard Café at The Princess 
Margaret Hospital – set up in just 
over 24 hours
The café at The Princess Margaret Hospital (TPMH) closed on 
Friday March 31. 

A new staff café area – the ‘Switchboard Café’ – has been 
established in the former telephone office, for use by staff 
wanting to take a break, or have lunch, away from their usual 
work area. The ‘Switchboard Café’ contains tea and coffee 
making facilities, a microwave, a panini press, a water cooler 
and seating. 

The area can be accessed by keypad entry. Extra seating has 
been set out for staff to use near the foyer to replace seating in 
the café.  

Pauline Tootell and Nicky Moore from Support Services, and 
the maintenance team at TPMH pulled out all the stops to 
set up the Switchboard Café at short notice. If you have any 
issues gaining access please ask at the main reception desk at 
TPMH.

Many TPMH staff have already taken advantage of the 
‘Kiwicoffee Coffee’ and food cart that is now visiting the site at 
11-11.30am weekdays. You’ll find Gary and his Kiwicoffee cart 
parked up in the Ambulance Bay. 

Gary also runs a café and is happy to discuss snacks, 
sandwiches, sushi or any other type of food you might want. 

The Sushi Van is also pulling up in the same area on Tuesdays 
around 10.20am and Thursdays at 12.30pm for a short time 
and Zeroes Café will take phone orders on 337 1033 or text 
your brew to 0275zeroes.

Also please note: 

• The kitchens at TPMH will remain open as usual and  
 will continue to provide food for patients. 

• The process for staff at TPMH to order catering has  
 not changed – please use the form on the intranet. 

• The vending/snack machines near the TPMH lifts will  
 remain in place. 

CEO Update
Tuesday 18 April 2017
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One minute with… Christina Henderson, 
Māori Health Promotion Officer, 
Community & Public Health

What does your job involve? 
As a Māori Health Promoter I work in settings. In a social 
context a setting is where people interact daily, such as a 
marae. I identify and analyse the need of the population group, 
implement a project around the need and then evaluate the 
outcome.

Why did you choose to work in this field? 
The reason why I chose this field is because I can identify 
with the commonality of the people I am working alongside.  
I whakapapa to Ngai Tāhu Iwi and my marae is Te Hapū O 
Ngāti Wheke (Rāpaki).  I am aware of their strengths and 
weaknesses.  Our aspirations are about keeping well and 
staying healthy for our children and our mokopuna.

What do you like about it? 
Working with lots of amazing people - at Community & Public 
Health, Rehua, Wairewa, Rāpaki, iwi, whanau, NGOs, Māori 
providers and government departments. We all share our 
ideas and give the best we can to the people we serve. That is 
collaboration at its best that is Whanau Ora.

What are the challenging bits? 
Resources, helping with funding applications, there is fierce 
competition with other providers who also have great projects 
too.

Who inspires you?
My mother Mavis Karena inspires me every day. She taught 
me how to be humble, empathetic and fight for the right 
reasons in decision-making. She was part Irish, Portuguese 
and Māori, who whakapapas to the Chatham Islands and 
made me not forget my other connections.  

What do Canterbury DHB’s values (Care and respect 
for others, Integrity in all we do and Responsibility for 
outcomes) mean to you in your role?
It makes me revisit our work values and ethics and implement 
those values daily when working with people.  

One of the best books I have read was…
“Memoirs of a Geisha”, reading about hierarchy in a different 
culture. There are lots of similarities to Māori culture. The 
setting of one small village in Japan, how they value the 
kimono as a status symbol, and how you rise higher in the 
ranks and so too does your kimono.  

If I could be anywhere in the world right now it would be…
India, floating on a boat on the Ganges River to catch the first 
glimpse of the day breaking. Spiritual encounter that is the best 
“haaaa” moment anyone could ask for. 

My ultimate Sunday would involve…
Having our four kids, their partners and my scrumptious 
grandchildren over for our weekly Sunday dinner.  

One food I really like is…
Curry – I really adore Indian, Sri Lankan curries.

My favourite music is…
Any music that gets me humming!

If you would like to take part in this column or would like to 
nominate someone please contact:
Naomi.Gilling@cdhb.health.nz

Christina and her mother, Mavis Karena
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Canterbury Clinical Network news

Latest news and stories from the Canterbury Clinical Network include:

• A farewell to rural GP, Gayle O’Duffy, at this month's Alliance Leadership Team (ALT) meeting. 

• The Health of Older People Workstream (HOPWS) is supporting research at ARA into how older people access health   
 information.  

• Stop Smoking Resources - Canterbury's new stop smoking service, Te Hā - Waitaha, has released a series of new   
 promotional materials, including brochures, posters and stickers.

Read more here

KiwiHealthJobs 
Kiwi Health Jobs (KHJ) is New Zealand’s largest dedicated health job board and it is owned by the 20 district health boards and 
the New Zealand Blood Service. 

KHJ provides a central access point for job seekers searching for national healthcare vacancies. As a key recruitment channel for 
DHBs, KHJ is able to highlight opportunities both regionally and nationally. There are over 450 jobs advertised on the site at any 
one time, and it attracts an average of over 30,000 unique visitors per month. 

These numbers have been growing year on year.

Providing prominent links on DHB web pages is a low-cost method of advertising for DHBs and crucial for the future success of 
Kiwi Health Jobs. A review aimed at improving the success of KHJ has identified that KHJ logos and links have been removed or 
relocated from prominent locations on DHB careers web pages. 

This may have been as a result of ongoing web developments.

It is recommended that all DHBs review their current career web pages to ensure positive promotion of KiwiHealthJobs and that 
there are active links provided to the national job portal.

Here are some other ways that your DHB could work with KHJ to optimise benefits:

• Upload KiwiHealthJobs.com logos to your DHB’s corporate site and email signatures.  Make the brand visible to staff   
 members and to those outside of the organisation.

• Conferences and events, KHJ can promote DHB recruitment campaigns or conferences on our ‘Campaigns and Events’ page.

• Join us on social media. KHJ is active on Facebook and Twitter. We are happy to ‘tweet’ and post content to promote any   
 hard-to-fill vacancies or upcoming campaigns.

• Promote your DHB on KHJ’s YouTube channel. If your DHB has corporate videos that you would like promoted to a wider   
 audience, KHJ can add these to our channel.

• If DHB staff are attending an international event and opportunities exist to attract candidates to New Zealand, speak to us   
 about KHJ branded collateral.

DHBs can download a KHJ toolkit with usable logos at: http://www.kiwihealthjobs.com/toolkit/index

If you have further ideas about promoting KHJ in your DHB we are interested to hear them.

You can contact KHJ at: info@kiwihealthjobs.com or phone 09 630 9852.
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Vaccine trial recruiting pregnant women

Allied Health/ Nursing funded research 
opportunities
Applications for research scholarships are now open.

The Canterbury DHB research committee is funding two Allied Health and two nursing novice research scholarships in 2017. 

The purpose of each scholarship is to support novice researchers to undertake an approved one year research project that will 
improve, promote and protect the health of the Canterbury population. The scholarship will be capped at $7000 per project per 
year and will be paid directly to the work area to support the cost of clinical release and mentorship to undertake the agreed 
project. 

Application may be made for a second year of funding although applicants who will require additional funding will be encouraged 
to access external funding sources with support from their mentor/ CDHB research office.

The guidelines for funding are available at http://www.otago.ac.nz/christchurch/research/researchoffice/services/otago643054.html 

Applications are now open and may be made online: Allied health/ Nursing research application form

Applications will close on 1 June, 2017.

The University of Otago, in collaboration with Christchurch 
Women’s Hospital, is currently recruiting pregnant women 
for a clinical trial of a new RSV (respiratory syncytial virus) 
immunisation.  

RSV is the virus that causes bronchiolitis in babies and infants, 
often leading to hospital admission.   The vaccine is given to 
women during the third trimester to protect their babies from 
severe RSV infection. 

This trial is a multinational study that will determine the efficacy 
of the vaccine for protecting babies against RSV. We in 
Christchurch are one of six New Zealand sites taking part in 
this global trial, now coming into its second year of recruitment.

We are looking to recruit interested, eligible pregnant women, 
from now until the middle of June.  Potential participants will 
need to be:

• Due to give birth between 20 March – 11 July 2017

• Aged between 18-40 years old

• In good general physical health

• Singleton pregnancies.

We are keen to discuss the trial in more detail if you are 
interested in participating, or know someone who is, and to 
answer all your questions.  

Please contact Di Leishman, Research Midwife, to arrange a 
meeting:  

Email:  di.leishman@otago.ac.nz, Phone:  364-4631

We look forward to meeting you.
Version 2.0, 28 Jan 2016 

  

RSV Vaccine in Pregnancy Study
Does Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) vaccine

in pregnancy protect babies against lung disease? 

 

RSV is the leading cause of lung disease in infants and young children and 
can be serious.

By the age of two, almost all children have been exposed to RSV. 
RSV illness early in life may also increase the chances of a child developing 

wheezing and asthma when they are older.

This study is to find out whether giving an RSV vaccine during the last
trimester of pregnancy will provide protection in new-born babies against RSV 

disease.

Who may be eligible to participate in this RSV Study?
Healthy 18-40 year old pregnant women.

Interested?

Contact: Di Leishman Research Midwife
Ph: 3644 631 Email: di.leishman@otago.ac.nz

Approved by the Central Health and Disability Ethics Committee 
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UNIVERSITY OF OTAGO, CHRISTCHURCH

Health Lectures

Educating our future  
doctors - have your say.

Public forum   
Tuesday 18th April   7pm – 8pm.
The University of Otago, Christchurch teaches your future doctors.  

Tell us what you want from a doctor.

The public forum includes getting your opinion, plus we’ll share what we are  
already doing to train excellent, compassionate doctors.

The forum will be held in the University of Otago, Christchurch’s Rolleston  
Lecture Theatre, at 2 Riccarton Ave on the Christchurch Hospital site.

All welcome  I  No booking necessary  I  Queries to kim.thomas@otago.ac.nz

We are also hosting two free health lectures soon on vitamin C and cancer, 
and 3D bio-printing. Get details at www.otago.ac.nz/chch-lectures

CEO Update
Tuesday 18 April 2017
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THE DATE

CHRISTCHURCH 7-9 SEPTEMBER 2017
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The "Mango Pare" design portrays the "Hammerhead Shark"
The Shark symbolises bravery, leadership, strength and courage.

It reminds us that no matter how challenging life may be at times, courage and determination will 
help us overcome our difficulties.

CHATEAU ON THE PARK
A Double Tree by Hilton

SAVE

SEXUAL HEALTH CONFERENCE

www.nzshs2017.co.nz
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 SAVE THE DATE…………….… 

Calling all RN’s and CNS’s Please join us to hear from some inspirational speakers 
from around New Zealand and Australia at our national conference…………… 

 

Can you provide us with a fabulous presentation (Oral / Poster) to share 
innovative ways in which you have challenged current practice and led 

change? Call for abstracts opening soon. 

Website, conference details and registration costs to follow 

conference.cnssnz@gmail.com or ph. 0274456283 Rachael Haldane 
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Do you have an innovative idea for 
using IT to improve health care today, 
or to transform tomorrow?

Enter the Clinicians’ Challenge 
and tell us about it!

ENTRIES CLOSE 16 JUNE 2017

The Clinicians’ Challenge is your chance to 
show us your vision and creativity, and how 
you are using information and technology 
to revolutionise patient care.

Winners receive $8000 and runners up $2000.  
They will be announced at the HiNZ awards lunch, 
3 November 2017.

To enter and for more information, go to   
hinz.org.nz/page/CliniciansChallenge or moh.govt.nz

IMPROVE TODAY, TRANSFORM TOMORROW!
Clinicians’ Challenge 2017 | Call for entries

There are two categories.

NEW IDEA 

Share your idea for a disruptive 

innovation for a digital system 

or application to deliver health 

services in new ways. The goal 

is to improve patient outcomes, 

improve workflows, bring 

efficiencies or support better 

integrated care. 

ACTIVE PROJECT/DEVELOPMENT  

Share an innovation for a 

system or application you are 

developing, or have already 

developed. It should improve 

the way you work, support 

better patient care, and 

deliver efficiencies and better 

integrated health services.

�	Clinicians’ Challenge 2015 winner Dr Hong Sheng Chiong examining 

a patient with his retinal device, which attaches to a smartphone.
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Artwork by Robyn Kahukiwa 

Included in the programme are: 
 Health and wellbeing in pregnancy 
 Breastfeeding 
 Labour and birth 
 After baby is born 
 Weaving ipu whenua and using rongoa 

 

Contact us for more details and to register by email: 
Reception@omwwl.maori.nz  
Referral form is on our website : www.whanauoraservices.co.nz           
Phone : 800 66 99 57      Fax : 03 349 0645 

Whānau mai is a  journey   
through pregnancy, childbirth 
and the early weeks of 
parenting that incorporates a 
Māori world view and 
traditional Māori birthing 
practices.  Whānau mai is for 
pregnant women and her 
family.  

 

This is a 12 hour programme 
run either at the weekend or 
evenings in various locations 
across the city. 

The programme will be 
delivered by midwives. 
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Conference organised by              In collaboration with

SUBMIT YOUR NURSING  
CASE STUDY NOW 
The 3rd annual NZ Nursing Informtics 
Conference (NZNI) is on Thursday 2 
November. It will run concurrently with the 
HiNZ Conference and has a special low cost 
registration of only $196.

We invite you to submit a 400 word case 
study for NZNI 2017. We want to hear about 
your experiences with technology and 
information — what has worked, what hasn’t, 
and what you learnt as a result. 

NZNI BEST CASE STUDY 
AWARD UP FOR GRABS
All case study presentations are eligible for the 
NZNI Best Case Study Award. 

The winner will be selected by a NENZ 
appointed judging panel, and announced 
during the last session at the NZNI Conference 
on 2 November 2017.

The winner will receive a framed certificate 
and free registration to the 2018 HiNZ 
Conference, valued at over $1,398.

Questions? Visit hinz.org.nz or email kim@hinz.org.nz

SUBMISSIONS CLOSE 16 JUNE 2017

Download the NZNI submission guidelines at hinz.org.nz/NZNICfP17

NZ NURSING INFORMATICS 
CONFERENCE 2017
T H U R S D AY  2  N O V E M B E R  2 0 1 7  
\  E n e r g y  E v e n t s  C e n t r e  R o t o r u a

in conjunction with the HiNZ conference 1-3 November

CALL FOR DIGITAL HEALTH
CASE STUDIES FROM NURSES

Help us raise the profile of nursing within the digital health 
sector by submitting a case study about your experiences. 
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